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                       Human rights?  Are we given the chance to have this? Globally, as far as I know 
only few of us given the privilege to be recognize as equally treated by somebody, most 
commonly in terms of dominant religion that we have, socioeconomic status, justice and gender. 
As mention, all of these fall into disrespect to each and everyone. Simply, we cannot blame 
others why they perceive this kind of act, thus think only there had been reasons behind this 
situation. Why in terms of dominant religion we have? As I noticed, some people are just 
following the beliefs of their family, grown within the shelter of their family being educate by 
their words encompasses with beliefs, opinions and issues without knowing, people who have 
indifferent religion from them treated and store in their minds the wrongful act of interaction 
from them, although sometimes, few of them live it as a secrete and not to tell to somebody 
whom they the prefer different from them. Gladly, other groups of people are not just like the 
people whose act indifferently rather good interpersonal relationship is observed. Sometimes, 
when other places lived by most of the same religion and this is the place where wars frequently 
happen, as a result others of the same religion which I formerly mention lived from the cities or 
anywhere treated by the indifferent religion as also threatening and have a negative insights even 
these people are much different from them, just like between Muslims and Christians. There had 
been many cases in terms of the differences regarding religions and treat unequally by others and 
why unity originates in them and to one another even in us as member of the society, just for 
instance, here in Zamboanga, others are not given the chance to be like the others; example is 
when applying for a job. 
 
                        Why socioeconomic status? Let just think about the term “child labor”, Isn’t it 
familiar to us? Indeed, yes because as victim of not having a good life, thereby in additional to 
this, they experience being exploited by their employer and not given the opportunity to have 
their education. 
 
                         Do we fight for justice? Definitely, all of us do not want to ignore this but the 
question is, do some given the chance to achieve this? Meanwhile, not all thus other groups of 
people whose been affected also by their lost of their loved one especially when killed or 
murdered innocently or anything do they think they have the right to fight for as sometimes 
mandated by the law, nationally or local. 
 
                           Lastly, in terms of gender, women are the most controversial issue correlated 
with disrespect and unequally treated as human being. One of the happenings between women is 
being by a man, even by a father or sometimes by a grandfather and sometimes tend to killed 
after had been raped. In addition freedom in every person has been disturbed to live as a happy 
life today and tomorrow or as the years past. 


